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Synopsis
Taylor Business Group (TBG) Research Group conducted a
assessment of three top professional services automation (PSA)
solutions:
• Autotask PSA
• ConnectWise Manage
• Kaseya BMS
Members of TBG's Business Improvement Groups also provided
the input for this assessment, and the results of this competitive
comparison are provided in this report.
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Methodology
• We looked at which PSA solutions our peer-group members most often use in their
businesses
• Our research focused on how well each product addresses key MSP business needs and how
each solution might be distinguished from the other
• Scoring primarily considers the perspective of addressing the defined business need, from a
low score of 1 (fails to meet) to a high of 5 (meets effectively), with a 3 equating to
adequately addressing the need at a minimal level.
• All criteria define the user as a typical 5- to 20-person MSP utilizing the product for one year,
i.e. sufficient time to be familiar with the product, adequate staff to have some in-house
expertise, and enough time and resources to properly configure the product correctly
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User Interface
• We looked at how quickly service, sales, and administrative personnel can
first learn the product at a sufficient level to complete day-to-day
responsibilities and then the time required to complete those duties.
Faster acclimation to the tool equates to more revenue by allowing staff
to be fully productive as quickly as possible.

• Autotask PSA and Kaseya BMS both offer a clean, modern interface with
intuitive icons and simple text while ConnectWise is sometimes viewed as
being cluttered with complex icons and hard-to-comprehend labeling.
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RMM Integration
• Each vendor offers its own remote monitoring and management (RMM)
solution, and we looked at how well the vendor’s own RMM product
integrates with its PSA.
• Autotask and ConnectWise both offer high levels of integration, including
asset synchronization, ticket generation, and remote-control access from
within the ticket screen. They handle self-healing and ticket bundling
especially well. VSA integration appears to be a key item on the Kaseya
roadmap this year, with more plans to use VSA to provide context to BMS
tickets (and vice versa).
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Service Desk
• This is the core of every PSA: handling client service requests. Rather than
examine basic functionality, we focused on more advanced features, such
as automation, service history context, and asset tracking.
• All three solutions performed well, with ConnectWise Manage having the
best overall automation and Kaseya BMS doing an excellent job of
simplifying the time-entry process. BMS, however, currently limits tickets
to one asset each, which may impact more complex tickets that touch
multiple areas of the client’s environment.
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Data Import
• Implementing any new tool creates a cost that is easy to overlook: bringing in historic
information. If not factored into planning, this can cause a loss of key client knowledge
during the implementation process. All three vendors received relatively low ratings in
this category.
• Autotask PSA can import a reasonable range of records from flat files, although it does not
directly connect to other PSA systems to extract it. ConnectWise and Kaseya’s products
allow the import of fewer record types.
• Kaseya distinguishes itself as the only vendor
offering a tool for bulk-importing ticket and
company information from Manage’s API, called
BMS Express, but the low rating reveals room for
improvement in the data import process.
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Open Platform
• We specifically assessed the quality and availability of the product’s REST APIs. These are
required for vendor integrations to unify the MSP toolset and create opportunities to
develop in-house automation.
• ConnectWise Manage did exceptionally well here, with its rich set of APIs for almost all
the product’s functional areas, detailed documentation, and availability of an up-to-date
SDK (software development kit) that can help streamline any development efforts. Its
approach, however, focuses on inbound vendor integration with limited, structured
options for pulling that vendor’s product into Manage. Autotask delivers competently
with detailed documentation via a PDF file, relying on the older SOAP protocol
specification. APIs for newcomer Kaseya BMS are somewhat limited in functionality today
though they are rapidly expanding.
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Project Management
• Projects form an integral part of the revenue and service delivery for all IT providers,
regardless of their predominant billing model. Without intentional use of project
management tools, MSPs can quickly find themselves suffering from the tyranny of the
urgent as untenable commitments are made to clients, or reactive issues displace
scheduled project work.
• All three products performed competently, imposing enough structure and discipline to
manage a project portfolio while allowing enough flexibility to run smaller projects with
minimal overhead. Autotask and BMS promote a more traditional project management
approach while Manage projects are essentially collections of tickets wrapped inside a
project container.
• The Manage approach simplifies the process for the project
team, which does not need to learn a new interface as it
manages all of the project activities from the same screen
as other service items.
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Invoicing
• This part of the assessment focused on how effectively these products create
invoices, allow for review, and handle payments.
• Manage scored highest, primarily for its structured automation for invoice
review, creating the potential for client-facing staff, like account managers, to
review invoices before delivery. BMS scored well primarily for its automated
batch invoice generation, allowing for agreement invoices to be created and
emailed automatically. BMS only allows for billing adjustment at the invoice
level, preventing service managers and the like from tweaking time entries
during review. Autotask balances automation and manual review but lacks A/R
support, hurting its overall rankings.
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Contract Management
• As noted earlier, typical MSPs offer combinations of flat-rate contracts, time-andmaterials, and prepaid blocks, with more than one of these often delivered to
the same client. The PSA needs to support the range and complexity of MSP
contracts with minimal manual effort.

• While all three products competently execute on this, allowing for easy setup of
a variety of simultaneous contracts, BMS and Manage provide superior
automation around handling work not covered by the default contract. BMS
delivers its usual simplified elegance while Manage is more flexible than either of
the other products.
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Client Experience
• PSAs are often client-facing tools, so we evaluated the client portal and ticket
entry experience for the typical MSP end-user.
• Here we see Autotask, ConnectWise, and Kaseya all handling this well, though
ConnectWise did score slightly lower due to its dated and somewhat difficult-tonavigate portal design. Otherwise, all three solutions provide multiple paths of
ticket entry (email, portal, and RMM) and a fully functional portal.
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Cost
• PSA costs can become a significant portion of a growing MSP’s overhead expense
as user counts grow and erode profitability if not managed carefully.
• For the vendors lacking public pricing schedules (Autotask and ConnectWise),
this criterion uses information taken from a sampling of the costs incurred by
TBG's members. At the time of this writing, Kaseya BMS shows a published price
of $35 per user per month, substantially less costly than the typical Autotask PSA
or ConnectWise Manage license.
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Multi-Tenancy
• MSPs seeking to win and retain larger clients should seek to incorporate in-house
IT staff into the MSP’s PSA. This allows the MSP to provide effective
supplemental services around the inhouse staff, providing a seamless, topquality service experience for the client’s end users.

• All three products handle this well at a basic level, though Autotask breaks this
out into a separate product while ConnectWise and Kaseya incorporate this into
the core PSA, keeping the experience unified. Getting Manage set up to
effectively handle in-house ticket escalations, while keeping time-tracking and
billing records accurate, often requires ticket duplication.
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Conclusion
• We found that the three top PSA solutions studies all provide a solid, effective
product, and an MSP can be very successful with any of them. Our members and
research group identified the advantages and deficiencies in each PSA provider
to help in an assessment of which offering might be the best fit for an MSP.

• Kaseya BMS is the price leader and should be considered by mature MSPs
looking to reduce their overhead and by young MSPs who need to align their
expenses with their limited revenue. We also feel that BMS executes well on core
functionality, and it will continue to mature over the next year. Autotask and
ConnectWise function at a similar level and provide a richer toolset at the
expense of additional cost and time—in both staff training and daily operations.
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Taylor Business Group –What we do:
200+ Members
$400 Million in Annual Revenue
Range from under $1M to over $30M
Average NOI Improved by 4% over the course of first two years
Resulting In:
$40,000 of additional profit for every $1 million in revenue
or
A collective $16 Million in additional Owner’s Revenue Annually!

Taylor Business Group – How we do it:
Business Improvement Groups
Direct Coaching
Process and Toolset Optimization and Remediation
Sales Transformation Program
Creating a Sales Engine not based on Owner sales
Accounting/Finance Management Services
Executive Recruiting
Sales Executives and Service Leaders
M&A Services – Acquisition Acceleration
Financial Reporting and Modeling through the Roadmap To Profitability
Business Intelligence & Custom Dashboards
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Thank You!

Don’t Forget to Rate This Session in the App!
How to Rate Sessions:
1. Tap on Event Agenda icon
2. Tap on the session you want to rate
3. Tap how many stars

4. Write a review (if you want)
5. Submit!
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